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ABSTRACT
A customer’s perception of salesperson opportunism reflects the extent to which a customer believes
that a salesperson is intentionally self-interest seeking with little regard for the consequences to the
customer. While the marketing literature is rich with research examining salesperson opportunism
from the managerial perspective, the consumer’s perspective is underdeveloped. The customer’s
perception is important, such that it has implications for purchasing intentions, as well as satisfaction
with the salesperson and retailer. In this research, a conceptual framework of a customer’s perception
of salesperson opportunism is developed. Further, propositions are set forth which provide scope,
and allow for future empirical testing, of this domain. The implications of the framework and fruitful
areas of potential research are discussed.
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1.

Introduction

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there are 4.5 million retail salespeople employed in
the U.S. as of March 2017 (Occupational Employment 2017). Friestad and Wright (1994) suggest that
customers are aware that these retail salespeople are attempting to persuade their purchase behavior,
but it is unclear the extent to which customer perceive that the salesperson is attempting to persuade
while also taking undue advantage of the customer. While salespeople and their retailers likely shield the
customer from the specific incentives being offered to a salesperson and the motives directing a
salesperson’s behavior, the customer has likely developed a general perception of salesperson
opportunism (e.g., Buell & Norton, 2011; Friestad & Wright, 1994). A customer’s perception of salesperson
opportunism is defined here as the extent to which a customer believes that a salesperson is intentionally
self-interest seeking with little regard for the consequences to the customer (e.g., Handley & Angst, 2015;
John, 1984; Williamson, 1975; Zeng, Chi, Dong, & Huang, 2017). Previous research suggests that the
customer’s perception of the salesperson has a large impact on the customer’s purchasing behavior and
satisfaction with the salesperson (e.g., Mallalieu, 2006). Importantly, a perception of salesperson
opportunism is likely to pique the customer’s assumptions regarding sales encounters, and have ‘spillover
effects’ such that it impacts the customer’s satisfaction with the retailer. Further, it may shift the locus
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of blame for the salesperson’s opportunistic behaviors onto the retailer (e.g., Baumeister, Scherer, &
Wangenheim, 2015).
The expansive sales performance literature has addressed the characteristics of a salesperson
that ultimately lead to salesperson success, such as trustworthiness (Campbell, Davis & Skinner, 2006),
ability to develop a rapport (Doney & Cannon, 1997), and adaptive selling skills (Park & Holloway, 2003)
as viewed from the perspective of the salesperson, firm, or colleague. Despite this valuable research, there
has been little focus on the customer’s perception of the salesperson and its outcomes on salesperson
and retailer success.
This research proposes a conceptual framework of a consumer’s perception of salesperson
opportunism, and maps its impact on utilization of the customer’s persuasion knowledge (Friestad &
Wright, 1994) and subsequent blame for the opportunistic behavior displaced to the retailer. This
research suggests that the focal construct impacts the extent to which a customer utilizes their
persuasion knowledge (Buell & Norton, 2011; Friestad & Wright, 1994). Yet, this relationship is contingent
upon explicit cues regarding a salesperson’s ability to behave opportunistically towards a customer.
Interestingly, it is suggested that opportunism triggers present within the encounter (e.g., salespeople
explicitly stating that they are not on commission) moderate the relationship between perceptions of
opportunism and utilization of persuasion knowledge. The framework further suggests a spillover effect
of salesperson opportunism, such that the locus of blame for the salesperson’s behavior is shifted to the
retailer.
This paper begins with a theoretical background of the focal concepts and theories, followed by
the development of a set of three novel propositions. Last, there is a discussion of implications and
limitations, as well as areas of fruitful future research.

2.

Background

The focal topic of this research is the customer’s perception of salesperson opportunism.
Opportunism within the field of marketing is grounded in transaction cost economics, agency theory,
and relationship marketing (Jap & Anderson, 2003; Sa Vinhas & Heide, 2014; Williamson, 1975). Firms can
utilize incentives, compensation, monitoring, contracts, and social norms to align the goals of others with
their own goals in an effort to minimize opportunistic behavior by suppliers, buyers, and employees
(Brown, Dev, & Lee, 2000). Firms must protect themselves prior to forming relationships in situations
where they do not have perfect information of the other party, as well as after forming relationships in
situations where they have less power and are likely to be dominated by the other party. Opportunistic
behavior is of great cost to organizations in both the need to dedicate resources towards control and
monitoring behaviors, as well as the opportunity costs of deals that are not done as a result of
perceptions of opportunism by either party (Wathne & Heide, 2000). Opportunism can take two forms:
passive, such as shirking on commitments or refusal to adapt within a situation, or active such as
purposefully misguiding or extracting concessions from the other party (Wathne & Heide, 2000). We
focus here on active opportunism, in which the salesperson purposefully persuades their customer to
purchase a suboptimal product, due to its relevance to the retail sales context.
Like the firm-to-firm relationships discussed above, individual salespeople are presented with
countless opportunities to act opportunistically during a sales encounter with a customer, such as
recommending products that ignore customer needs or recommending products with the highest
potential commission. John (1984) argued against claims that opportunistic behavior is human nature
and that is instinctual to seek unrestrained self-interest maximization. Information asymmetry, or the
limitation of one party to recognize opportunistic behavior of the other, and lock-in conditions increase
the likelihood of opportunistic behavior by salespeople (John, 1984). A lock-in condition refers to a
situation in which one party has no alternatives or substitutes and cannot meet their goals outside of the
particular relationship. John (1984) further suggests that increased communication and minimized
bureaucracy within the governance structure can mitigate opportunistic behavior. Alternatively,
Anderson (1988) suggests that investments in a salesperson can lead to opportunistic behavior, and as
the difficulty in evaluating a salesperson increases, the salesperson is more likely to act opportunistically.
It is suggested that compensation systems can be designed to minimize the potential of salesperson
opportunism (Mallin, O’Donnell, & Hu, 2010) by rewarding the behavior that is desired by the firm.
Outcomes of salesperson opportunistic behavior include a reduction in positive reputation (Nunlee,
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2004) and termination of relationships (Wathne & Heide, 2000). Further, Murtha, Challagalla, and Kohli
(2011) studied the concern of potential opportunism rather than the perception of existing opportunism
and suggest that the concern can reduce team-building behaviors by increasing the likelihood of
blocking. The perception of salesperson opportunism has been explored, to this point, from the
salesperson, firm, or colleague perspective, yet the important and impactful notion of salesperson
opportunism from the customer perspective has been underdeveloped.
Salesperson opportunism from a customer’s perspective is likely to be related to, but differ from,
several research streams within the selling literature, namely, customer skepticism, customer
perceptions of salesperson trustworthiness, and salesperson ethical behavior. Customer skepticism in
advertising is defined as “the tendency toward disbelief of advertising claims” (Obermiller, Spangenberg,
& MacLachlan, 2005). Skepticism has been shown to vary across individuals and have an impact on
persuasability (Obermiller & Spangenberg, 1998). Customer skepticism differs from perceptions of
salesperson opportunism such that skepticism lacks the element of guile, or purposefully taking
advantage of the customer.
Importantly, Oates, McDonald, Alevizou, Hwant, Young, and McMorland (2008) suggest that
salespeople have more influence on a buyer than do other people (family, friends, reviewers) and that
influence increases in the presence of trust within a customer-salesperson relationship. To that end,
Doney and Cannon (1997) find that there are several key elements contributing to salesperson trust, such
as expertise, power, likeability, similarity, frequent business contacts, frequent social contacts, and the
perceived length of the relationship. A lack of customer trust in a salesperson differs from perceptions
of opportunism in a salesperson, such that trust is unobservable while opportunism is generally based
on observable, specific actions (Jap & Anderson, 2003).
Relatedly, previous research has suggested that there are several conditions of retail sales jobs
that allow for unethical behavior. These conditions include autonomy, pressure to perform, and sales
encounters which foster dishonesty and exaggeration (Lagace, Dahlstrom, & Gassenheimer, 1991).
Unethical salespeople may misrepresent products by exaggerating or lying, may lie about their own
product knowledge, or may make promises they cannot keep. A customer’s perception of a salesperson’s
ethics differs from perceptions of opportunism in that ethical behavior isn’t necessarily in pursuit of selfinterest, and is a trait about a salesperson that transcends the selling encounter. Additionally, unethical
behaviors by a salesperson do not directly infer that the salesperson is taking advantage of the customer,
but may be taking advantage of other entities as well. In the following section, the aforementioned
literature is integrated to develop an overarching framework (Figure 1) of a customer’s perception of
salesperson opportunism.
Figure 1: Conceptual framework

3.

Conceptual framework development

The Persuasion Knowledge Model (Friestad & Wright, 1994) suggests that customers enter a
sales encounter with varying degrees of three key types of knowledge: topic knowledge, persuasion
knowledge, and agent knowledge. Topic knowledge includes the customer’s knowledge of the product
and their own expertise with the product category. Persuasion tactics knowledge includes the
customer’s beliefs about marketer’s tactics and general strategies of persuasion. And most importantly
for this line of research, agent knowledge includes the customer’s knowledge of a particular
salesperson’s traits, competencies, and motives (or knowledge of the traits, competencies, and motives
of salespeople in general). When a customer encounters a particular salesperson for the first time, the
customer is able to draw upon their own cognitive skills, prior experiences in similar sales situations, and
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conversations with others to develop agent knowledge in a given context, even when they haven’t met
that salesperson before (Campbell & Kirmani, 2008). This is akin to someone knowing how to behave in
a given medical situation and having expectations regarding the level of care provided, even if they
haven’t met the particular doctor officer before, due to previous personal experiences or experiences of
friends and family.
Previous research has identified several factors that influence utilization of persuasion
knowledge, including salesperson credibility (Karmarkar & Tormala, 2010) and customer experience
(Campbell & Kirmani, 2008). The framework developed here suggests that when a customer has a strong
perception of salesperson opportunism, they are more likely to utilize their persuasion knowledge and
cognitively evaluate their own topic knowledge, persuasion tactics knowledge, and salesperson motive
knowledge.
Further, Friestad and Wright (1994) suggest that perceived conflicts of interest increase
utilization of persuasion knowledge. A customer may perceive high salesperson opportunism if they
believe the salesperson is conflicted between aptly serving the customer while earning the highest
possible commission. Alternatively, when a customer’s perception of salesperson opportunism is low,
they are less likely to utilize their persuasion knowledge. For example, when a customer does not suspect
that the salesperson has the ability to act opportunistically, they are less likely to activate previous sales
encounters and experiences to develop a plan for how to proceed, such that the customer is able to take
the current sales encounter at face value. Following this logic:
P1: There is a positive relationship between a customer’s perceptions of salesperson
opportunism and utilization of persuasion knowledge.

3.1

Opportunism trigger moderator

This research examines the relationship between a customer’s perception of salesperson
opportunism and their utilization of persuasion knowledge. Interestingly, previous research suggests
that there are conditions under which that relationship varies (e.g., Campbell & Kirmani, 2000). Thus, a
moderator variable is included in the framework which helps to define the relationship between the key
variables (Baron & Kenny, 1986). More specifically, we examine the impact of an explicit trigger regarding
the salesperson’s ability to behave opportunistically.
Retailers often choose a sales strategy which involves sending a trigger signal to customers that
the retailer is oriented towards helping the customer rather than orientated towards increasing sales.
These triggers may be explicit or implicit. Explicit triggers are those in which the retailer or salesperson
directly addresses the potential conflict of interest (e.g., commission). For example, retailers may
blatantly deny providing commissions to salespeople in national advertising, as is commonplace at some
major car dealerships. Or, a retailer may rely on salespeople to express to customers that they do not
work on commission, as is common in clothing retailers. Alternatively, implicit triggers are demonstrated
by a retailer or salesperson emphasizing their commitment to customer needs and preferences.
Interestingly, the impact of these highly-prevalent triggers are not well understood in the marketing
literature.
When a trigger is present (e.g., a salesperson says “I do not work on commission”), it sends a
message to the customer that the salesperson should be acting in the customer’s best interest, such that
they do not have the ability to act opportunistically. The trigger activates the customer’s utilization of
their persuasion knowledge such that an individual who does not have a high perception of salesperson
opportunism is made more aware of the fact that salesperson work under a variety of motives and
therefore activates their persuasion knowledge more so than if there were no trigger present. Counterintuitively, this suggests that the presence of the triggers increases the likelihood that the unsuspicious
customer will activate their persuasion knowledge when confronted with a reminder that salespeople in
other situations may be acting opportunistically.
Alternatively, customers with an increasing (high) perception of salesperson opportunism
activate their persuasion knowledge, such that the trigger has less of an impact than it does with an
unsuspicious customer. Based on this logic:
P2: The positive relationship between a customer’s general perception of salesperson
opportunism and utilization of persuasion knowledge depends upon opportunism triggers such
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that the relationship is less positive when a trigger is present and more positive when there is no
trigger present.

3.2

Blame on retailer

Customers with activated persuasion knowledge are likely to infer the source of the salesperson’s
behavior and product recommendation. Previous research in this area has explored customers’
perception of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for a salesperson’s recommendations (Sparkman 1982;
Wiener & Mowen, 1986), such that salespeople may recommend a product simply because they like it
(intrinsic) or because it offers the highest incentive (extrinsic). When multiple agents of products are
involved (i.e., salespeople and retailers), there is increased complexity regarding which agent is the true
cause of opportunistic behavior (Folkes, 1988). For example a salesperson may be passively opportunistic
on their own will (e.g., recommending a particular product because they are too lazy to uncover
customers) (Wathne & Heide, 2000).
Alternatively, a salesperson may be actively opportunistic due to the retailer’s policies (e.g.,
recommending a particular product because it has the highest commission rather than its fulfillment of
customer needs). Attribution theory suggests that the locus of blame (in this case, salesperson or retail)
is based on a customer’s assessment of whether or not the same action would have occurred without a
particular entity’s involvement (Lord & Smith, 1983). For example, a customer may internally debate the
likelihood of the salesperson behaving this way regardless of the retailer’s policies regarding
commissions.
As the customer’s persuasion knowledge is utilized, they cognitively evaluate their persuasion
tactics knowledge and salesperson motive knowledge. The customer is more aware of the tactics being
used in the sales encounter, as well as the salesperson’s potential motives. The cognitive evaluation of
the salesperson’s motives makes the customer more likely to place blame on the retailer for (1) enabling
the salesperson to act opportunistically, and/or (2) encouraging the salesperson to act opportunistically
by offering a compensation or motivation plan that entices the salesperson to act in self-interest.
Following this logic:
P3: There is a positive relationship between utilization of persuasion knowledge and the blame
customers place on the retailer.

4.

Discussion

The goal of this research is to examine the underdeveloped area of customer perceptions of
salesperson opportunism, and suggest propositions that move this area forward in the marketing
literature. The framework developed here suggests that the customer’s perception of salesperson
opportunism will be positively related to a customer’s utilization of persuasion knowledge, and that the
relationship is moderated by opportunism triggers. It is also expected that the utilization of persuasion
knowledge will increase the likelihood of a customer shifting blame to the retailer for an individual
salesperson’s opportunistic behaviors.
This framework has meaningful implications for practitioners in retail and business-to-business
sales settings. Customer’s perceptions of salesperson opportunism are grounded in the notion that
salespeople are purposefully taking advantage of customers with the intention of benefiting themselves
(Williamson, 1979). In the event of salesperson opportunism, managers should implement training
programs that properly train salespeople how to address customer needs, even in transaction-based
exchanges, to reduce the perception of opportunism among customers. This framework also suggests
that by minimizing triggers, customers will be less likely to draw upon their persuasion knowledge, which
may have negative implications for the retailer.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no scale or study to date which examines the
impact of a customer’s perception of salesperson opportunism. As such, this study posits the initial phase
of the development of a valid scale to test these propositions. The scale development process would
involve generation of items adapted from existing opportunism (and related) scales (e.g., Anderson,
1988; Obermiller et al., 2005; Obermiller & Spangenberg, 1998). Recommended seven-point Likert scale
items may include the extent to which respondents believe that salespeople (or the salesperson) takes
advantage of the customer, exaggerates features and benefits, are unconcerned with the needs others,
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push inappropriate products onto customers, put their interests before anyone else’s, and takes
advantage of the trust offered by the customer. The perception of opportunism would be measured after
the respondent is exposed to one of the two conditions (i.e., trigger present, no trigger present). For
example, in the ‘trigger present’ condition, respondents may be asked to imagine that they have entered
a store to purchase a digital camera, and are approached by a salesperson that introduces themselves
and states that they are not on commission. The ‘no trigger present’ would be a similar scenario, without
the explicit acknowledgement of commission.
Notably, it is beyond the scope of this framework to specify if a customer’s perception of
salesperson opportunism is universal, such that it is their perception of all salespeople, or if it is specific
to a particular sales encounter. Doing so may require two complementary scales, one for general
perception and one specific to an encounter.

5.

Conclusion, limitations, and future research

This research contributes to the existing literature in two key ways. First, the notion of
salesperson opportunism from the customer’s perspective is introduced, defined, and examined from a
theoretical perspective. Second, a framework is developed which demonstrates the positioning of a
customer’s perception of salesperson opportunism within the retailing and sales literature. Third, the
potential of a spillover effect is explored, such that the impact of salesperson opportunism extends
beyond implications for the salesperson, to impact the retailer as well.
As with all research, the framework developed here has limitations, as it intended to establish a
starting point for further research in this area. First, the framework suggests theoretical propositions
which can be empirically validated in a future project. As alluded to above, following the establishment
of a valid measure(s), future research may assess a customer’s general feelings towards salesperson
opportunism as it relates to salesperson opportunism in a specific encounter.
In addition, there are many important outcomes of salesperson performance that are not
integrated into the present framework. For example, future research may examine the impact of a
customer’s perception of salesperson opportunism on purchase intentions, objective sales performance,
customer satisfaction with the salesperson (e.g., Mallalieu, 2006; Nunlee, 2004), customer satisfaction
with the retailer, and intentions to visit the retailer in the future (e.g., Wathne & Heide, 2000).
In addition, given the extensive research on salesperson opportunism from the salesperson’s,
firm’s, or colleague’s (Murtha et al., 2011) perspective, future research may examine the extent to which
actual opportunism (self-reported opportunism from the salesperson) aligns with a customer’s, or
retailers, perception of salesperson opportunism, such that the implications are far more positive when
the customer, firm, or other colleagues are unaware of actual opportunism.
Additionally, managers may be interested in reducing the blame placed on the retailer, as this has
negative implications for purchase intentions, satisfaction, and future visits by the customer, in which
they may have encountered a completely different, less opportunistic salesperson. Indeed, previous
research suggests that if managers were able to enhance the sales experience by reducing perceptions
of opportunism among the salesforce, the customer’s engagement with the retailer would increase (e.g.,
Keller, 2001; Banahene, 2017), thereby increasing the likelihood that they are a repeat purchaser and
share their experience with others (e.g., Riivits-Arkonsuo & Leppman, 2015).
Finally, previous research suggests two forms of opportunism: active and passive (Wathne &
Heide, 2000) Active opportunism may be demonstrated by a salesperson recommending a product based
on the incentives available, while passive may be demonstrated by a salesperson being lazy and not
incorporating customer needs into their recommendation. Future research may examine the variation in
satisfaction with the salesperson or retailer dependent upon the opportunism being active, such that it
is likely to have stronger negative effects under active conditions as opposed to passive conditions.
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